Montana Disaster and Emergency Services Social Media Policy

This is a limited public forum for the purpose of promoting and disseminating information regarding MTDES activities throughout Montana. However, comments submitted in compliance with this policy are welcome. Users are fully responsible for the content of their comments. MTDES does not discriminate against the viewpoints expressed in comments. However, all comments are screened by the MTDES in accordance with this policy. Comments that include content in violation of the following policy will be removed:

- We do not allow off-topic comments.
- We do not allow comments that promote, foster, or perpetuate discrimination on any basis, including but not limited to: race, creed, color, age, religion, gender, marital status, status with regard to public assistance, national origin, physical or mental disability, or sexual orientation.
- We do not allow comments that include hateful, inflammatory, obscene, profane, sexual, or violent language, images, or content.
- We do not allow comments that personally attack, defame, or threaten any person or organization.
- We do not allow comments that solicit, advertise, or endorse financial, commercial, or non-governmental activities, services, products, or organizations.
- We do not allow comments that endorse political parties, candidates, or groups.
- We do not allow comments that include attachments or links to other websites.
- We do not allow comments that suggest or encourage illegal activity.
- We do not allow comments that include phone numbers, home addresses, email addresses, social security numbers, or other personal information.
- We do not allow comments that include copyrighted material or other material protected by intellectual property laws without consent.
- We do not allow comments in excess of 200 words.

Violating these guidelines may result in you being permanently removed from the MTDES Facebook Page.

Comments posted on this site are not considered legal, official, or formal communications with the MTDES or State of Montana for any purpose. Comments concerning MTDES documents, proposed actions, or activities that are available for public comment/review will not be made part of the administrative record, and may not be considered in making final MTDES decisions. Official public comments must be made according to MTDES rules and procedures. If you need assistance submitting public comment on a MTDES project or activity, please call (406-324-4777)

The comments and opinions expressed by users of this site do not necessarily reflect the opinions of the MTDES or its employees. Comments, including those hidden for violating the MTDES comment policy, will be retained as public documents and may be disclosed pursuant to public records requests. The MTDES does not endorse the organizations sponsoring linked websites or advertisements for products or services.